
Frankenstein –
Watch or re-watch this -

National theatre on line collection
Please watch the version with Dominic Cumberbatch as the monster. 



FRANKENSTEIN – THEATRE PLAY
• Use the link to the National Theatre Collection to watch or re-watch the show. 

• If for any reason the link and password login on the next slide, does not work 
please e-mail Miss Allsop and she will send a new link to you.

• This is the production you will write about in your summer exam.

• I’ve included the powerpoint of pictures of costume and set design that I sent out 
before summer if you missed this. This could help you make notes.

• If possible-

• Use your purple Revision Guide book – read carefully through the section on 
how to answer a question on the play. It is at the back of the book. [Section B] 

• It focuses on how to answer questions and gives examples of how to write about 
Frankenstein.



https://www.dramaonlinelibrary.com/custom-
browse?docid=nationalTheatreCollection

Login using the information below – Copy it very carefully / 
Cut and paste
Username:  6Ze/6Xx%g!
Password:  0Os-3Fs(w9

Please scroll down the list of plays till you get to 
Frankenstein.
Watch the version with Dominic Cumberbatch as the 
monster. 

https://www.dramaonlinelibrary.com/custom-browse?docid=nationalTheatreCollection


General questions after watching the show

• Think-

1. What genre of play do you think it is? [Think of work you’ve done in 
English]

2. Overall did you like or dislike about the production? Would you 
recommend it to someone else?

3. Which scene did you think was the most effective and why?

4. How did the opening grab your attention ? [acting, movement, set, 
lights, sound, costume etc]

5. What did it make you feel? Think? 

6. Why do you think the director/designer opened the play like this? 



Set design & lighting

1. Was the set design Naturalistic? [just like real life] or Abstract [more stylised]

2. Is it set in the past, present? How do you know?

3. Why do you think this style of set was used to tell the story?

4. Did you like it? If so, why or why not?

5. What locations were shown in the play?

6. How was the set , stage furniture and props altered to establish different locations?

7. What colours . Materials were used for the set design? Why do you think this is the case?

• To help you there are some pictures on the next slides that will help you remember . Label 
them as much as you can. 

• What is the location?

• What was the scene about? [main action] 

• If you can use technical words to describe aspects of the set [from your previous work] 
make sure you do so



Notes







































Costume and acting 


















